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THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO DECLARE PEACE
N the course of the discussion which has been aroused in Congress by the proposal to declare hostilities with Germany at an
end by joint resolution, Senator Thomas of Colorado has
brought forward evidence showing that on one occasion the Convention which framed the Constitution voted down unanimously a motion to vest Congress with the power to "make peace." This evidence
is good so far as it goes, but it does not support all of Senator
Thomas's deductions from it, nor indeed has he given an altogether
complete account of it. The proposal in question was made and
rejected by the Convention on August 17, 1787.1 One ground for
its rejection was that the making of peace would naturally fall, not
to the Executive, as Senator Thomas would have it, but to the
treaty-making body, which was, by the plan at that date before the
2
Convention, the Senate alone. And the principal argument which
was offered against the proposal Senator Thomas ignores altogether.
It was the argument made by Ellsworth and repeated by Madison,
that! "it should be more easy to get out of war than into it"--the
obvious deduction being that the, making of peace ought therefore
to be lodged with a less cumbersome body than Congress. The
Convention were apparently unacquainted with the "single-track
mind" !
There are certain facts, of course, which anybody who has ever
Mr.
read the Constitution would not thiilk of denying in discussing
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2 The President was not made a part of the treaty-making body till September 7th:
Op. cit., II, 538.
*The-text of the Parker Resolution is as follows: "Whereas the President of the
United States in the performance of his constitutional duty to give to Congress information of the state of the Union has advised Congress that the war with the Imperial German Government has ended, resolved by the Senate and the House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that the state of war declared
to exist between the Imperial German Government and the people of the United States
by a joint resolution of Congress, approved April 6, 1917, is hereby declared at an end.
"Section 2: That in the interpretation of any provision relating to the date of the
termination of the present war, or of the present or existing emergency in any acts of
Congress, joint resolutions or proclamations of the President containing provisions con-tingent upon the date of the tirmination of the war, or of the present or existing'emergency, the date when this resolution becomes effective shall be construed' and treated
as the date of the termination of the war, or of the present or existing emergency, notwithstanding any provision in any act of Congress or joint resolution providing
any other mode of determination of the date of the termination of the war, or of the
present or existing emergency.
"Section 3: That, with a view to securing reciprocal trade with the German Government and its nationals, and for this purpose, it is hereby provided that unless within
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is that the Constitution does not specifically vest Congress with the
right to make peace. Another is that peace in the international
sense, and binding both parties to the war thus concluded, may be
made by treaty, and therefore, on the part of the United States, by
the President and Senate. Still another.is that since treaties are
"law of the land," a treaty of peace duly made and ratified would
effective the German Govforty-five days from the date when this resolution becomes
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does not prove that it does not possess powers in the exercise of
which, ,on proper occasions, it may bring peace about. Congress
was also denied by the Convention of 1787 the power to charter
corporations;4 notwithstanding which it has repeatedly exercised this
power, and has been sustained by the Supreme Court in so doing.5
Nor, again, does the fact that peace, whether, domestic or international, may be, and ordinarily is, aftined by the treaty route prove
that all other roads thereto are closed. To cite some parallel cases:
Certain businesses are subject to both the taxing power by Congi-ess and to the police power of the States ;" the penalties of offenses
against the United States may be remitted either by presidential amnesty or congressional amnesty ;7 treaties may be abrogated, so far as
the United States is concerned, both by act of Congress and by
agreement between our Government and the other parties thereto ;'
certain international conventions may be entered into by the President alone, upon authorization by Congress, or by the President and
Senate without such authorization ;2 restrictions upon the entry
of aliens into the United States,"' may be imposed equally by treaty
or by act of Congress, as may also certain regulations of foreign
commerce." In short, it frequently happens that the same legal
result may be produced by very different powers of government;
nor need this fact lead to confusion, since, as soon as any of the
/competent powers has acted, the result is produced.
The contention that war may be endedin a way to determine the
question for our own people and government only by the ratification of a treaty of peace might conceivably produce very curious
results. The President, who is Commander-in-Chief of the Army
and Navy, and a majority of both branches of Congress, which
declares war and maintains the forces necessary for its prosecution,
might desire peace and yet be unable to obtain it because a third of
the Senate plus one Senator were contrary minded. Or our erstwhile antagonist might be the contrary minded one. Or the war
might have resulted in the extinction of said antagonist.u Such, in
'4PAKRM,
Op. cit., II, pp. 6rs-6x6 (Sept. i4th). See also comment of Bradley, 3.,
n 12 Wall. 457, 460, 46.
5McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, is of course the leading case. See also
Uxton v. North River Bridge Co., 153 U. S. 5:2, and cases there cited.
s See McCray v. U. S., z95 U. S. a7, and cases there cited.
T
Brown v. Walker, dxs U. S. s9x.
*The Head Money Cases, xx2 U. S. 58o.
*Field v. Clark, 143 U. S. 649."
1oFong Yue Ting v. U. S., 149 U. S. 698, and cases there cited.
= Bartramv. Robertson, 122 U. S. xx6, and Whitney v. Robertson, 124 U. S. '9o.
"Indeed Senator Knox makes the point that our antagonist, the German Imperial
Government, has been extinguished.
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fact, was the situation at the dose of the Civil War, which accordingly could not be brought to an end in the legal sense by a treaty3
of peace, albeit it was a public war in the fullest sense of the term."
Neither general principles nor authority sanction any such anomaly. Congress may repeal or otherwise curtail the legal operation
of any measure which it had the power to enact in the first place,
though naturally it cannot repeal the acts already done under the.
sanction of such measure while it was still operative. Congress
cannot now invalidate, nor does it wish to, what was properly done
by virtue of its declaration of war upon Germany; but it can withdraw its sanction from any further hostilities against our former
foe, and this sanction is "war" in the legal sense. Likewise, it can
require that in the future interpretation of any "provision relating
to the termination of the present war or of the present or existing
emergency in any" acts or resolutions of Congress oi of any proclamations issued in pursuance thereof, the date when the now proposed resolution becomes effective "shall be construed and treated
as the date of the termination of the war or of the present or existing emergency." All this upon the most obvious principles. As to
authority, the following passage from Cooizx's PINcipLES ov CoNSTITUTIoNAL LAW is pertinent:
"Over political questions the courts have no authority, but
must accept the determination of the political departments
of the Government as conclusive. Such are the questions of
14
the existence of war, the restoration of peace," etc.
By "political departments" Cooley means the President and Congress.
But the proposed Porter Resolution has also a second purpose,
namely, to force the German Government, by the threat of cutting
off all commercial relations with it-relations which are now going
on in the midst of "war" !-to proclaim the cessation on its part of
hostilities against this country and the renunciation of any claims
against this country which the German Government "would not have
the right to assert had the United States ratified the Treaty of Versailles." This provision, at least, it will be contended, amounts to
an attempt on the part of. Congress to usurp the treaty-making
power. In fact, however, the proposal is grounded on the securest
The Prize Cases, 2 Black 63S.
mP. 157 lard Ed.]

'2
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of precedents, on Madison's Non-Intercourse Act,15 on the "reciprocally unjust" clause of the McKinley Tariff Act, which was sustained by the Supreme Court in the case of Field v. Clark" against
the objection just recited, on the "maximum and minimum" clause
of the Dingley Act, on the Canaian Reciprocity Act'passed during
President Taft's administration and at his special instance.17 In all
these cases Congress did just what it is proposing to do at the present moment; it was using its power to regulate "commerce with
foreign nations" to induce certain concessions from those nations:
And the way it went about the business was the same as that taken
in the Porter resolution; it enacted certain conditional restrictions
or relaxations upon American trade with the nations designed to
be reached, such restrictions or rglaxation-s to go into effect upon
the ascertainment by the President of the existence of a certain
set of facts described in the congressi6nal act itself. Such legislation is called "contingent legislation," and the right of Congress to
pass it by virtue of its control over foreign commerce has been as9erted far too long to admit of its being successfully challenged
today. Nor, again, is it any objection to such legislation that in
carrying it out the President may .be required'to exercise his powers of diplomatic negotiation. Whatever powers the President is
vested with are always available, within constitutional limits, the
better to enable him to discharge his constitutional duty to "take
18
care that the laws be faithfully executed."
Congress has the right, then, simply by virtue of its power to
repeal its previous enactmeftts, to declare hostilities with Germany
to be at an end, and its declaration to this effect, once duly enacted,
will be binding upon the Courts and the Executive alike. Also, it
has the right, by virtue of its power to regulate "commerce with
foreign nations" and to "pass all laws necessary and proper" to
that end, to curtail or even to prohibit American trade with Germany, andithis it may do'either forthwith, or conditionally upon the
occurrence or non-occurrence of certain events the ascertainment
and proclamation of which may be left with the President. Both
these propositions are sustained by analogy, principle, and authority,
while the opposing view rests upon the fallacious supposition that
since peace in a legal sense would undoubtedly ensue upon the ratification of a treaty of peace with Germany, a treaty of peace is the
Sustained in Brig Aurora v. U. S., 7 Cranch. 382.
18See note 9, supra.
ITSee W. H. Taft, "OuR CHiEr MAGiSTRATE," etc. (19z6), pp. xxx-zz2.
Is re Neogle, x35 U. S. r.
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only way to obtain it. But there is more than one road leading to
the United
peace, as to Rome, and a sovereign government, which
19
States undoubtedly is in the field of foreign relations, has access to
them all, 'unless it can be shown to be cut off therefrom by some
definite constitutional prohibition, such as opponents of the Porter
Resolution have not yet produced. There is, in brief, no sound constitutional reason why Congress should not switch off the current
Which it turned on three years ago, and so permit Uncle Sam to let
go at last a very troublesome and quite useless live wire.
EDWARD S. CORWIN.
Princeton, New Jersey.
"Holmes v. Jensison, X4 Pet. S4o; the Chinese Exclusion Caes, z3o U. S.

St.

